Starkey Elementary – SAC Minutes
5/7/2019
Note Taker: Jessica Harmas
Attendees: Audrey Chaffin, Tameka Harris, Bob Towner, Kelly Wissing, Jessica Harmas
Welcome and Approval of Minutes
-Call to order 6:05
-Review of last month’s minutes: approved-Jessica; second-Bob
Behavior and Attendance Updates
-Last time 38 referrals, now 51 referrals
-2 of them were first time students
-1 of the recent incidences had many students
Absences still 14% absent more than 10% of the time
Subgroup Data Update
-OPM data is collected from teachers each grading period to review progress in every grade level in the areas
of reading math, science and behavior. Data is broken down by grade level, behavior and subgroups (black,
ESE, ELL, Gifted). Data remained fairly consistent from previous grading period (refer to last mtg notes).
Current data was summarized by Principal with notes from last meeting to review these unchanged/similar
results.
-Mrs. Harris is currently in problem solving works discussing relationship building, how to deal with students
who suffer from trauma, PTS and family issues, and increasing number of mentors (SAC suggestion, partner
with local churches to recruit).
2018-2019 SIP Budget
-No changes
-Last mtg: Balance $3122; some of these funds have been allocated and are in the process of being used
2019-2010 Title 1 Budget
After 25% required to be reserved and Connect for Success funding, the allocated budget of 103K leaves us
with 64K. The proposal is to spend it on 1 paraprofessional, 2 Hourly Teachers and stipend for compliance
audit box and drafting of the SIP. If additional money is freed from the reserved funds, it will be used to fund
another Hourly Teacher. After discussion of not needing more technology at this time and having alternative
funding for instructional materials, it was agreed to go further as proposed. 5K was also awarded for Family
Engagement. It was agreed to maintain the items we currently have - additional volunteer coordinator hours,
copying for Title 1 Compacts and parent workshop materials.
Pow Wow Parade Recap
-It was a big success – bear costume was a hit, SAC tossed out idea of getting a second one
-Next year suggestions
-Kids in front - this will keep our group together more, but will need to know to keep up with parade)
-Less cars
-Double check music (some songs were inappropriate/religious)
-Get theme in advance
-Use hay bales from Aldersgate Methodist Church again (need to find a place to store them). Hay
bales are available day after Halloween, call to arrange October 1. Contact parent, Jessica Harmas.
-Get professional signs donated and maybe make this a STEM field trip
-2020 is Seminole’s 50th Anniversary so let’s really nail it!
Open
-Next SAC mtg will be in August
-Returning members include Audrey Chaffin, Tameka Harris, Bob Towner, Kelly Wissing; probable returns:
Tracy and Jamie; not returning: Jessica Harmas

